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30 Second Introduction

Find Out More

Owner / Fractional COO

George Mayfield is a veteran of the US Navy and comes from a
family of hard-working entrepreneurs. George helps business
owners uncover the REAL issues that are causing problems in
their company. We monitor company health through Key
Performance Indicators and issue tracking. We solve strategic
problems with our fractional C-Suite and vetted providers.
My mission is to help business owners love their business
again.

george@frameworksconsortium.com

(469) 922-3508
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Current Projects / Priorities
We are currently working with companies all over the country
who have latched on to something great and are beginning to
expand. They are executing growth plans and engaging with
our C-Suite Advisors to prioritize the most valuable
opportunities. Our clients collaborate within a mastermind
community, providing services and joint venture
opportunities among each other. Recent client projects
include ERP implementation, HQ relocation, sales process and
training, and new product Go To Market Strategy.

Centers of Influence To Introduce To 

Fractional COO, Value Chain, Strategy, Improvement,
Networking, US Navy Veteran, Camping, Hiking, Air-cooled
VW, gardening and hydroponics, woodworking, movies,
music and vinyl

Skills, Experience, & Passions

Our ideal client understands value when they see it. They are
companies that have experienced growth, and have found
that learning the hard way costs too much! Companies that
join our Consortium are in every sector, especially
technologies, services, retail, and manufacturing.
We're also always looking for high-quality business service
providers like CPAs, marketing designers, IT providers and
more!

How to Introduce
I would like to introduce you to George Mayfield, the Owner of
Frameworks Consortium, a powerful community lead by
experienced C-Suite Advisors and backed by trusted vetted
service providers. I highly recommend a conversation with
him to learn about their exciting new program designed to
help business owners with guaranteed success.

www.frameworksconsortium.com
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linkedin.com/in/georgemayfield/

Available for
Speaking / Podcasts

Management Consulting

Special Projects
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